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"The learner at the centre of the education system
should not be a new education initiative; it should
rather be a new philosophy in education”

How many differences can you see?

The Model of Personalised Learning
www.standards.dfes.gov.uk/personalisedlearning/about/

Building
partnerships
beyond the
school

School
leaders and
teachers think
creatively
about school
organisation

A range of
teaching,
learning and
ICT strategies
to transmit
knowledge and
to
accommodate
different paces
of learning.

A combination
of learner’s
entitlement
and choice
over studying

ASSESSMENT
(summative,
assessment of
learning)
and
(formative,
assessment for
learning)

The perils of personalisation in learning
 group work (??!!!)
 negotiations, negotiations, negotiations…( )
 keep the learners motivated ( )
 noise (  )
 naughty learners (well….)
 How do you persuade the Ls about your innovative
teaching plans? (mmmm….)
 How do you persuade the other Ts, the school
heads & the parents about your innovative
teaching plans? (oh…)
 what to do when everything goes wrong?

The benefits of personalisation in learning
 Group work= motivation, responsibilities, dialectics,
solidarity

 Homework is more acceptable!
 T’s time increases
 Learners mature quicker
 Formative assessment is more welcome to Ls &
parents!
 Self-assessment sensitises Ls

THE STORY
• WHO: the learners & the teacher (photos + video)
• WHERE: the school
• WHEN: time

• WHY: a turning point
• WHAT: the action

How can I create a
well-structured personalised approach in
learning?
What and how should I modify
my teaching ?
(My research question initially)

Year 1 of research:
• Areas needing modification:
• Learners’ collaboration techniques (+++)
• Learners’ assessment for learning (+++)
• Learners’ & Parents’ communication techniques (+++)

• Research procedure: Action Research (cycle 1),
(learners’ participatory mode: medium to high)

• Assessment of the research outcomes:
support is needed to sustain personalisation. How about
ICT practices?

Year 2 of research
•
•
•
•

Areas needing modification:
Learners’ collaboration techniques (+)
Learners’ assessment for learning (+)
Learners’ & Parents’ communication techniques (++)

• Research procedure: Action Research (cycle 2),
(learners’ participatory mode: low to medium)

• Assessment of the research outcomes: ICT
practices seem to be more than a supportive tool.
What exactly can they do?

Year 3 of research
•
•
•
•

Areas needing modification:
Collaboration techniques (+)
Assessment for learning (+)
Communication techniques (++)

• Research procedure: Action Research (cycle 3),
(learners’ participatory mode: medium to high)
• Assessment of the research outcomes: ICT practices
seem to establish future work & life skills. What can we
infer about new learning environments?

Discussion topic

ICT practices seem to establish future work & life skills.
What can we infer about new learning environments?
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